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geometry." "But suppose the physical space of our experience to be thus only 
approximately Euclidean space, what is the consequence which follows ?" 

The very next year this ever interesting subject recurs in the paper (May 
27, 1884) "On the Non-Euclidean Plane Geometry." "Thus the geometry of 
the pseudo-sphere, using the expression straight line to denote a geodesic of the 
surface, is the Lobatschewskian geometry; or rather I would say this in regard 
to the metrical geometry, or trigonometry, of the surface; for in regard to the 
descriptive geometiy, the statement requires some qualiflcation . . . this is 
not identical with the Lobatschewskian geomnetry, but corresponds to it in a man- 
ner such as that in which the geonmetry of the surface of the circular cylinder cor- 
responds to that of the plane. 

I would remark that this realization of the Lobatschewskian geometry sus- 
tains the opinion that Euclid's twelfth axiom is undemonstrable." 

But here this necepsarily brief notice must abruptly stop. 
Cayley in addition to his wondrous originality was assuredly the most 

learned and erudite of mathemnaticians. Of him in his science it might be said, 
he knew everything, and he was the very last man who ever will know every- 
thing. His was a very gentle, sweet c haracter. Sylvester told me he never saw 
him angry but once, and that was (both were practicing law!) when a messenger 
broke in on one of their interviews with a mass of legal documents, new business 
for Cayley. In an excess of disgust, Cayley dashed the documents upon the floor. 

Austin, Texas, February, 1899. 

NOTE ON SPHERICAL GEOMETRY. 

By G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Chester, Pa. 

DEFINITION. Two ares of great circles drawn from the vertex of a spheri- 
ical triangle making equal anigles with the spherical bisector of the angle at that 
vertex are called iso,/onal conjugate arcs. If three arcs drawn through the ver- 
tices of a spherical triangle are concurrent, their isogonal conrjutgates with respect 
to the angles at these vertices are also 
concurrent. 

Let the arcs AMa, BMb, CH, be con- 
current at M. To prove that their isogonal 
conjugates AKa, BKb, CK, are concurrent. 

Fig. 1. Let BMfa zali CMa=ae , 
CMb--b1, AAfb b2, AAf, -cl, BMA-f-ce, 
BKa-za3, CKa za4, CKb=b3, AKb-b4, 
AK=-czC, BK=c4. _ 

L CMAfI=-x, L CMMa-y, Z BMMa 
z, ZCAMAf=LBAKa -9 Z BAMa Fig. 1. 
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L CAKa-A -, Z CBMb= ZABKb=qp, Z ABMb= CBKb=B-pq, L BCM,= 
zACKc ?s, ZACM= ZLBCKeC=C-y,. 

Now we have 

sina1: sinBM`-sinz: .sinMa 
sinaa2: sinCM- siiy: sinMa. 

sina1 a sinBM sinz 
sin a. sinr ii 

* ..... .................. ............................. .. ( ) amna2 smnMsmsny. 

Qin h, sinCM sinx 
Similarly, si(2 _si Afsn 

sinlrl b.- siA sin ....................................(2 'sin b2 -sinAM sinz.() 

sin c,-sinAMsiny 
siD cPI Si6BM sinx ................... ............ ( sin c2 siriBMlsinx.() 

Multiplying (1), (2), (3) together we get as the condition of concurrence, 
the following: 

sinal sinb, sine11 (4_ 

s111a2 sinb2 sinc2 

Now sina3 : sinAKa-sin6 : sinB 
sina4 : sinAKa sin(A-6) : sinC. 

sin a . sinfl sinG 
sin a4 sin(A-6I)sinB* 

But sinai : sinAMa-sin(A-6) : sinB 
sina2 : sinAMa=sinH : sinC. 

sin6 sina.sinC sin as_ sina2sin2C 
sin(A - 6) sina sinB sini a4 sinalsin2f 

sin bh sinb2 sin2A sin C3 sine2 sin2B 
sin b4 sinb1 sin2 C' sin c4 sinc1 sin2A 

sinn, sinb3 sinc3 - sina2 sinb2 sinc21.) 
*sina4 sinb4 sinc4 -sina1 sinb1 sinel 

2. AKa, BKb, CK, are concurrent at K. 
The two points Af, K are called spherical is(ogonal conjugate point.i with re- 

spect to the triangle. 
Let MD, ME, MF, KG, KH. KI be the spherical. distances (perpendicu- 

lar arcs) of.M, K from- the sides a, b, c of the triangle. 
Then if sinMD : sinME: sinMF=,i : y : 6, it can be demonstrated that 

sinKG : sinKff: sinKll/lfl 1/y: 1/6, as follows: 
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sinMD=sinCMsinb, 
sinME=sinCMsin(C-s). 

sinME D sin(O-) .Y/y. * sinMD: sinME=/ : y. 

sinKG=sinCKsin( C-yft), 
sinKH=sinCKsin+b. 

siinKG = sin(C-) zy/fy ,. sinKG: sinKH=y: /3=1/fl: 1/y. 
* sinKH = sin if 

In the same way it can be shown that sinKH: sinKl=1/y: 1/6. 
.*. sinKG: sin KH: sinKI11=,/: l/y: 1/16. 
DEFINITION. If two arcs of great circles are drawn from the vertex of a 

spherical triangle cutting the base equally distant from the mid-point, the two 
arcs thus drawn are called isotornic conjugate arcs. 

If any three arcs drawn fromn the vertices A, B, C of a sphlerical triangle 
to the opposite sides are concurrent, their isotomic conjugates are also concurrent. 

This follows at once from (5) since a2=a3, ai =a4, b2 2b3I b =b4, 
CS_C3, CIzC4. 

The two points thus determined are called sphericali sotomic conjugate points. 
Fig. 2. Let RD, RE, RF, PG, PH, PI be the spherical distances of R, P 

fromn the sides a, b, c of the triangle. 
Then if sinRD : sinRE : sinF_=l: 

in : r it can be demonstrated that sinPG 

sinPHf: sinPl- 1 Isin2a, rnsin2b nsin2c 
as follows: 

-Let 
BRa=CPa=aI BPa=CRa-a2, 

CRb=APb-bl, CPb=ARb=bb2, 
BRc AP?=cl, BP=ARC-=c2. 

Then sinRD=sinRCsinRRCD 
sinRE-sinRCsinRCE. Fig. 2. 

sinRD sin RCD 
sinRE sin R0E' 

But sinROD : sinR,=sinc, : sina 
sinRCE : sinR,=sinc2 : sinb. 

sin RCD sinbsince sinRl? sinbsincl 
sin RCE sina sinc2 sinRE sina sinc2 

sinPG=sinPCsinPCG 
sinPH=sinPCsinPCH. 
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sin PG sin PC0 
sinPH sin PCH 

But sinPCG: sinP,=sinc2 sina 
sinPCH: sinP,=sinc: sinib. 

sin PCG sinbsinc2 sin PG sinbsinc2 sin2 b 
* sin PCH sina sinc* sinPH sina sinc1 sin2 / 

sinPG : sinPH-sin b. in2 a.1 or sinPG: sinPH-zz___b 
1sin2a' rnsin2b 

In the same way it can be demonstrated that 

sinPH: sinPl= 1 1 
msin2b nsini2c 

*. sinPG: sinPH: sinPI 1 1 2 lsinl ca msin2b nsin c 

EXAMPLES. If M is the median point, K is the symmedian point. 
In this case sin (C-?b) __ sinA 

sin (C-q sinB 
*. sinMID: sinME: sinMF_ cosecA : cosecB : cosecC. 

sinKG: sinKH: sinKI zsinA: siniB: sinC. 
If R is the point of concurrence of arcs drawn from the angles to the points 

of contact of the incircle with the opposite sides; P, its isotomic conjugate point, 
is the point of concurrence of arcs drawn from the angles to the points of contact 
of the ex-circles with the opposite sides. 

In this case c1=(s-b), C2,-=(s-a). 

sinRD sinbsin(s-b) . cos2 lB sec2 iA 
sinRE sinasin(s-a) cos2 iA -_ sec2 iB 

*. sinRD: sinRE: sinRF=sic iAA sec2 iB: sec2 IM. 

cos2 IA cos2 JB cos2 IC 
sinPG: siDPH: sinPIl 

sin 2a sin2b sin2C 

If we start with the in-center, whose distances from the sides are 1: 1: 1, 
and take its isotomic conjugate we get a point wvhose distances from the sides are 

1 1 1 
sin2 asin b*sin2c 
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The isogonal conjugate of this Jast point is a point whose distances from the sides 
are sin2a :sin2b :sin2ec. By repeating this process we get a series of points 
whose distances from the sides are as sinoa: sinmb: sinmrc, where. m is an even 
positive or negative integer. For the symmedian point we have sinA: siiDB 
sinC=sina sinb sinc.: Starting with this point and alternating as above, we 
get a series of points whose distances from sides are as sinna: sinllb: sin'lc where 
n is any odd positive or negative integer. 

NEW AND OLD PROOFS OF THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. 

By BENJAMIN F. YANNEY, A. M., Mount Union College. Alliance, Ohio, and JAMES A. CALDERHEAD, B. Sc., 
Curry University, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. 

[Continued from February Number. 

XCI. Fig. 38 and Fig. 39. 
The triangle is ABC. The construction in the two figures is evident. The 

Hindu Bhaskara, the author of this method, complimepnted 
his readers by condensing his proof into the single word, 
"Behold." We follow his example. 

NOTE. The above is a conjectured proof of Pythagoras. See pages 50 
and 123 of Cajori's "History of Elementary Mathematics." 

XCII. Fig. 38. 
AB2 -=2A C.BC+CH2 

-2AC.BC+(AH-A C). 
=-2AC.BC+(BC-AC) 2 Fig. 38. 
=BC2+AC2. Q.E.E. 

XCIII. Fig. 38. 
Suppose BC is produced to mneet AD, as at L. 
Then let LBA be the given trianigle, right-ang- 

*||_ led at A. 
Now, the the area of the square on AB-the sum 

of the four triangles ABC, BEK, DEF and ADH, and 
the square CHFK; or, AB2-2AC.?0C+CH2. 

Fig. 39. Again, AC='AL.AB)-*. BL, BC AB2 BL, 
and CII=AH-AC BC-AC. 

+ CIT2 AB' AL2.AB2 
2AC.BC+CI2=BC2+AC2= B2 + 1L2 

BL2V AB2+AL2. Q. E. D. 
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